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NWB Overview, Release 0.1

This website is an entry point for researchers and developers interested in using NWB. If you are a new NWB user and
want to learn about the different tools available to convert your data to NWB, publish your NWB data, and visualize
and analyze NWB data, then you are in the right place! These pages will guide you through the main workflow for each
of those tasks and point you to the best tools to use for your preferred programming language and types of data.

FOR USERS
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FOR USERS

CHAPTER

ONE

INTRO TO NWB

Neurodata Without Borders (NWB) provides a common self-describing format ideal for archiving neurophysiology
data and sharing it with colleagues. NWB provides a standardized schema – a set of rules and best practices – to help
neuroscientists package their data and metadata together so that they are both machine- and human-readable.
Storing your neurophysiology data in the NWB format is beneficial to you and the broader scientific community in
several important ways. First, it helps you easily use popular data processing, analysis, and visualization tools. Second,
it helps both you and other scientists reuse the data to gain additional scientific insights. Finally, converting your data
to NWB is a critical step for getting your data in the DANDI Archive to share it with collaborators and the public.
We understand that using a different data format than you are accustomed to using can be daunting. This guide will
walk you through what NWB is, how to use NWB tools to convert your data to NWB, and how to read and interact
with your data (and any other data) in the NWB format.

1.1 Anatomy of an NWB File
First, we need to understand a few basic concepts of how an NWB file is structured.
The goal of NWB is to package all of the data and metadata of a particular session into a single file in a standardized
way. This includes the neurophysiology data itself, but also includes other data such as information about the data
acquisition, experiment design, experimental subject, and behavior of that subject. The NWB schema defines data
structures for the most common types of neurophysiology data, such as:
• extracellular electrophysiology (e.g., Neuropixel probes)
• intracellular electrophysiology (e.g., patch clamping)
• optical physiology (e.g., two-photon imaging)
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An NWB file is an HDF5 file that is structured in a particular way and has the .nwb file extension. HDF5 files use a
files-and-folders-like structure that allows you to organize your data in a folder hierarchy, as you might do with files on
your computer. You can also embed metadata within the file, which allows the file to be self-describing and easy for
both humans and machines to understand.
If you inspect an NWB file, you would see something like the following:
sub-npI1_ses-20190413_behavior+ecephys.nwb
acquisition
ElectricalSeries
# raw voltage recording over time
general
devices
# device metadata
extracellular_ephys
Shank1
# electrode group metadata
electrodes
# per-electrode metadata
institution
lab
subject
intervals
trials
# per-trial metadata
processing
behavior
Position
position
# computed x,y position over time
licks
# timestamps of detected lick events
ecephys
LFP
LFP
# computed LFP over time
session_description
session_start_time
At a glance, you can see that there are objects within the file that represent acquired (raw) voltage data and processed
position, lick event, and LFP data. There are also fields that represent metadata about the devices and electrodes used,
the institution and lab where the data was collected, subject information, per-trial metadata, a description of the session,
4
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and the session start time.
An NWB file often consists of many different data and metadata so as to provide a complete representation of the data
that was collected in a session. This may seem overwhelming at first, but NWB provides tools to make it easy for you
to read and write data in the NWB format, as well as inspect and visualize your NWB data. Software tools leverage the
standardized structure of an NWB file to find useful data and metadata for processing, analysis, and visualization. And
once you understand the structure of an NWB file, you can open any NWB file and quickly make sense of its contents.

1.1.1 File hierarchy
NWB organizes data into different internal groups (i.e., folders) depending on the type of data. Here are some of the
groups within an NWB file and the types of data they are intended to store:
• acquisition: raw, acquired data that should never change
• processing: processed data, typically the results of preprocessing algorithms and could change
• analysis: results of data analysis
• stimuli: stimuli used in the experiment (e.g., images, videos)
Raw data
Raw data are stored in containers placed in the acquisition group at the root of the NWB file. Raw data should never
change.
Processed data
Processed data, such as the extracted fluorescence traces from calcium imaging ROIs, are stored in containers placed
within a modality-specific ProcessingModule container in the processing group at the root of the NWB file. Any
scripts or software that process raw data should store the results within a ProcessingModule.
NWB organizes processed data into ProcessingModule containers with specific names based on the type of processed
data:
Type of processed data
extracellular electrophysiology
intracellular electrophysiology
optical physiology
behavior

Name of ProcessingModule
“ecephys”
“icephys”
“ophys”
“behavior”

See the next section to learn about neurodata types in NWB.

1.2 Neurodata Types
The precise rules for how to store different types of data and the associated metadata are defined using neurodata
types. Different types of data have different neurodata types. Together, these neurodata type definitions form the NWB
schema. The NWB schema defines over 60 different neurodata types, which cover the most common data types in
extracellular electrophysiology, intracellular electrophysiology, optical physiology, and behavior.
Neurodata types act like classes in Object-Oriented Programming in that they can use inheritance (a neurodata type
can be a specialized child of another neurodata type) and composition (a neurodata type can contain other neurodata
types).
1.2. Neurodata Types
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1.2.1 TimeSeries
The TimeSeries neurodata type defines how generic data values that change over time should be stored. In particular,
the TimeSeries type must contain a description, an N-dimensional “data” dataset (array) where the first dimension is
time, and either a 1-dimensional “timestamps” dataset or both a sampling rate and starting time.
The TimeSeries neurodata type is the base type for many other neurodata types, such as the ElectricalSeries for extracellular electrophysiology. ElectricalSeries inherits all of the properties of TimeSeries but additionally specifies
that the “data” dataset must be 2-dimensional, where the second dimension is electrode, and it must contain an additional “electrodes” dataset with row indices into the “electrodes” table of the NWB file to indicate which electrodes
correspond to the second dimension of the “data” dataset.
See also:
For your reference, NWB defines the following main TimeSeries subtypes:
• Extracellular electrophysiology: ElectricalSeries, SpikeEventSeries
• Intracellular electrophysiology: PatchClampSeries is the base type for all intracellular time series, which is
further refined into subtypes depending on the type of recording: CurrentClampSeries, IZeroClampSeries, CurrentClampStimulusSeries, VoltageClampSeries, VoltageClampStimulusSeries.
• Optical physiology and imaging: ImageSeries is the base type for image recordings and is further refined by the
ImageMaskSeries, OpticalSeries, and TwoPhotonSeries types. Other related time series types are: IndexSeries
and RoiResponseSeries.
• Others: OptogeneticSeries, SpatialSeries, DecompositionSeries, AnnotationSeries, AbstractFeatureSeries, and
IntervalSeries.
All time values in a TimeSeries and other neurodata types must be stored in seconds relative to the
timestamps_reference_time value, a datetime value stored at the root of the NWB file. By default, this is the
same as the session_start_time, another datetime value stored at the root of the NWB file.

1.2.2 DynamicTable
Tabular (table-like) data are stored in DynamicTable objects, which are column-based tables to which you can add
custom columns.
Similar to TimeSeries, several neurodata types inherit from DynamicTable that are specialized for particular types of
data and specify particular required or optional columns.
See also:
For your reference, NWB defines the following main DynamicTable subtypes:
• TimeIntervals: stores trials, epochs, and associated metadata.
• Units: stores spike times of sorted units and associated metadata.
• PlaneSegmentation: stores regions of interest for optical imaging with associated metadata.
• Several types for storing the structure of intracellular electrophysiology experiments (IntracellularRecordingsTable, SimultaneousRecordingsTable, SequentialRecordingsTable, RepetitionsTable, ExperimentalConditionsTable)
NWB is faced with the challenge of supporting a large variety of different experiment types, so the data types and
relationships can get quite complex. For this reason, the NWB development team provides software to help users easily
and efficiently read and write NWB files. These software packages are described in the next section.
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1.3 Software for reading and writing NWB data
NWB provides two APIs for easily reading and writing NWB data: PyNWB for Python and MatNWB for MATLAB.
Each neurodata type defined in the NWB schema has a corresponding class in both PyNWB and MatNWB.
Like neurodata types, these classes relate to each other through inheritance and composition. For example, the
PyNWB class TimeSeries serves as the base class (superclass) for more specialized time series classes, such as,
ElectricalSeries, and a LFP object can contain one or more ElectricalSeries objects, just like how the corresponding neurodata types are defined in the NWB schema.

1.4 Next steps
To learn more about:
• how to install and use the APIs, see the PyNWB and MatNWB documentation
• how to convert your data to NWB, see Converting neurophysiology data to NWB.
• the broad range of core tools available for NWB see the Glossary of Core NWB Tools
• community tools available for NWB see the Analysis and Visualization Tools section.
• the NWB schema, please see the NWB Schema documentation.

1.4.1 Navigating the NWB Documentation
NWB defines a large software ecosystem and as such there are many different documentation resources available depending on what aspect of NWB and what type of information you want to learn more about. The following sketch
provides an overview of the main areas of the NWB documentation. As we navigate from the top of the pyramid to the
bottom, the level of detail and depth of the documentation increases. Most end-users will typically only interact with
the top half of the pyramid. If you are new to NWB and want to learn more; good news you are at the right place!

At the top (dark blue), we have the NWB.org website, which focuses on the NWB project at large and provides information about the overall organization, goals, community, and policies of the NWB project and provides a first entry
point to NWB.

1.3. Software for reading and writing NWB data
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Next we have the NWB Overview (i.e., this website) (black), which serves as an entry point for researchers and developers interested in using NWB and in learning more about the NWB software ecosystem.
A growing collection of Analysis and Visualization Tools (gray) developed by the neurophysiology community along
with a broad range of core tools (red) help users with conversion, extension, validation and use of NWB data files.
Commonly, these tools build on the PyNWB (Python) and MatNWB (Matlab) reference APIs (lilac) to read and write
NWB files. Each of the APIs and tools provides their own in-depth tutorials and documentation to help guide users in
adopting and using the software.
Underlying all of this, is the NWB Format Specification, which formally defines and governs the NWB data standard.
Last but not least, NWB provides and builds on a broad range of data modeling tools and technologies (light blue), e.g.,
HDMF and the HDMF Common Schema, the Neurodata Extension Catalog, as well as the specification language and
data storage specifications.
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CHAPTER

TWO

CONVERTING NEUROPHYSIOLOGY DATA TO NWB

We understand converting to NWB can be daunting. This guide will walk you through the tools available to help you
convert your neurophysiology data to NWB. We will start with an overview of NWB and the Python and MATLAB
APIs maintained by the core development team, then discuss automated tools for converting formats.

2.1 1. Core NWB
First, we need to understand what types of data go into NWB. The goal of NWB is to package all of the data in a
particular session into a single file. This includes the neurophysiology data itself, but also includes other data such
as information about the data acquisition, experiment design, experimental subject, and behavior of that subject. The
NWB core schema defines data containers for the most common data objects in neurophysiology data. The NWB core
currently covers the following experiment types: intracellular electrophysiology (e.g. patch clamping), extracellular
electrophysiology (e.g. Neuropixel probes), and optical physiology (e.g. two-photon imaging).

All of these data types and relationships are defined using HDMF, a specification language for describing complex
structures of data. NWB is faced with the challenge of supporting a large variety of different experiment types, so the
data types and relationships can get quite complex. For this reason the NWB development team provides APIs to help
users easily and efficiently read and write NWB files. These APIs are described in the next section.
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2.2 2. NWB APIs: PyNWB & MatNWB
The NWB team develops and supports APIs in Python (PyNWB) and MATLAB (MatNWB), which guide users in
reading and writing NWB files. The features of these two APIs are very similar to each other, so choose whichever is
more convenient. Note that most of the high-level conversion tools use PyNWB, but the APIs are interchangeable and
there should be no problem with writing data using MatNWB even if you plan to read it using PyNWB later (or vice
versa). Below is a table of the available tutorials illustrating the end-to-end conversion of common data types in each
imaging modality:

Reading NWB files
Writing extracellular electrophysiology
Writing intracellular electrophysiology
Writing calcium imaging
Advanced I/O

PyNWB
tutorial
tutorial
23 min video
tutorial
tutorial
31 min video
tutorials
26 min video

MatNWB
tutorial
15 min video
tutorial
46 min video
tutorial
tutorial
39 min video
tutorial
16 min video

These tutorials walk you through the most common data types of each of the modalities. With the tutorials for domainspecific conversion, extensions, advanced I/O, and the documentation for proprietary formats, you have all of the tools
to create your own conversion. However, writing a full-fledged conversion script from the ground up with MatNWB and
PyNWB is time-intensive, error-prone, and requires detailed knowledge of the source format. That is why, in the next
section, we will introduce automated conversion tools that work on a large number of supported proprietary formats.

2.3 3. Automated Conversions using NeuroConv
To make converting to NWB faster and less laborious (for our own team and for others), and manage the volume and
variety of neurophysiology data, we have developed a system of conversion tools for converting different proprietary
data formats to NWB. NeuroConv relies on two tiers of structure, represented by the two main classes in the package:
DataInterface and NWBConverter.
DataInterface provides a unified API for converting data from any one data format, such as raw data from an acquisition system or processed data from spike sorting or image segmentation software. DataInterfaces load the raw
data in an efficient way, extract metadata, and write this information properly into NWB. DataInterfaces cover a
large variety of different source formats.
Users often need to write data from multiple sources. An example would be an extracellular electrophysiology experiment where the user needs to write raw electrophysiology, processed spike sorting results, and behavioral data, all to
the same NWB file. The NWBConverter class was created to aggregate data between DataInterfaces, managing the
aggregation of metadata, and the synchronization of different data sources.
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2.4 4. Using Neurodata Extensions
Neurophysiology is always changing as new technologies are developed. While the core NWB schema supports many
of the most common data types in neurophysiology, we need a way to accommodate new technologies and unique
metadata needs. Neurodata extensions (NDX) allow us to define new data types. These data types can extend core
types, contain core types, or can be entirely new. These extensions are formally defined with a collection of YAML
files following the NWB Specification Language.
If the core nwb schema does not meet your needs, you will need to use an extension. Your first step should be to search
the NDX Catalog. Using an existing extension is preferred, because it saves you the work of creating a new one, and
it improves data standardization across the community. If you do not find an extension that meets your needs, head to
the Extending NWB tutorial. When creating a new extension you should also consider to let the community know by
adding a post on the NWB Help Desk.

2.5 5. Validation of NWB files
After you create NWB files, it is a good idea to inspect them to ensure that they are representing your data correctly.
There are several complementary tools that can help you ensure you are utilizing NWB optimally.

2.5.1 NWB Validation
Once you create an NWB file, it is a good idea to validate it against the NWB schema. PyNWB comes with a validator
that you can run from the command line:
python -m pynwb.validate test.nwb
see Validating NWB files for details

2.5.2 NWB Inspector
NWB Inspector inspects NWB files for compliance with NWB Best Practices and attempts to find mistakes in conversion. This inspector is meant as a companion to the PyNWB validator, which checks for strict schema compliance. In
contrast, this tool attempts to apply some common sense rules to find data components of a file that are technically compliant, but probably incorrect, or suboptimal, or deviate from best practices. I.e., while the PyNWB validator focuses
on compliance of the structure of a file with the schema, the inspector focuses on compliance of the actual data with
best practices. The NWB Inspector is meant simply as a data review aid. It does not catch all best practice violations,
and any warnings it does produce should be checked by a knowledgeable reviewer.

2.5.3 HDFView
HDFView is a visual tool written by the HDF Group in Java for browsing and editing HDF (HDF5 and HDF4) files. With
HDFView, you can open NWB files and inspect their contents manually. HDFView can show you detailed information
such as chunking and comrpession settings ratio achieved for each dataset.

2.4. 4. Using Neurodata Extensions
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2.5.4 NWB Widgets
NWB Widgets is a library of widgets for visualization NWB data in a Jupyter notebook (or lab). The widgets allow
you to navigate through the hierarchical structure of the NWB file and visualize specific data elements. It is designed
to work out-of-the-box with NWB 2.0 files. Using NWB Widgets, you can explore the data in your NWB file and
generate simple figures to ensure that your data is represented correctly.

2.6 6. Publishing NWB on DANDI Archive
Once you you have completed the conversion of all the data in your dataset, we encourage you to publish this data. We
recommend the DANDI archive. DANDI can handle large volumes (TBs) of data and host them for free, and provides
a command-line interface (CLI) that is built to handle this volume of data. DANDI also automatically parses NWB
files to extract metadata that makes these datasets easier for others to find.
Refer to the DANDI documentation for how to upload your dataset.
Note: DANDI requires each NWB file to have a Subject field with subject_id defined. It is possible to create a valid
NWB file without this field, but it will not be accepted by DANDI.
If you experience any problems or questions, the DANDI helpdesk is the best place to ask for help.
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CHAPTER

THREE

READING NWB FILES

This section provides an introduction on how to read NWB files in Python using PyNWB and Matlab using MatNWB.
If you are interested in converting your data to NWB, then please see the User Guide as well as for more in-depth
tutorials visit the PyNWB and MatNWB tutorials and documentation.

3.1 Reading With PyNWB
• See the PyNWB tutorial on Reading and Exploring an NWB File for an introduction to how to read, explore, and
do basic visualizations with an NWB file in Python.
• The Query Intracellular Electrophysiology Metadata PyNWB tutorial then focuses specifically on how to read
and query metadata related to intracellular electrophysiology data.

3.2 Reading with MatNWB
For most files, MatNWB only requires the nwbRead call:
nwb = nwbRead('path/to/filename.nwb');
This call will read the file, create the necessary NWB schema class files, as well as any extension schemata that is
needed for the file itself. This is because both PyNWB and MatNWB embed a copy of the schema environment into
the NWB file when it is written.
The returned object above is an NwbFile which serves as the root object with which you can use to browse the contents
of the file. More detail about the NwbFile class can be found here: Using the NwbFile Class.

3.2.1 Using the NwbFile Class
The NwbFile class represents the root object for the NWB file and consists of properties and values which map indirectly
to the internal HDF5 dataset.
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In most cases, the types contained in these files were generated by the embedded NWB schema in the file (or separately
if you opted to generate them separately). These types can be traversed using regular MATLAB syntax for accessing
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properties and their values.
Aside from the generated Core and Extension types, there are “Untyped” utility Types which are covered in greater
detail in Utility Types in MatNWB.
Searching by Type
The NwbFile also allows for searching the entire NWB file by type using its searchFor method.
You can search for only the class name:

Or use the 'includeSubClasses' optional argument to search all subclasses:

3.2. Reading with MatNWB
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Note: As seen above, the keys to searchFor method’s returned Map can be paired with the resolve method to
effectively retrieve an object from any NwbFile. This is also true for internal HDF5 paths.
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3.2.2 The Dynamic Table Type
The Dynamic Table is a special NWB type composed of multiple VectorData objects which act like the columns
of a table. The benefits of this type composition is that it allows us to add user-defined columns to a DynamicTable
without having extend the NWB data schema and each column can be accessed independently using regular NWB
syntax and modified as a regular dataset.
With such an object hierarchy, however, there is no easy way to view the Dynamic Table data row by row. This is where
getRow comes in.
Row-by-row viewing
getRow retrieves one or more rows of the dynamic table and produces a MATLAB table with a representation of the
data. It should be noted that this returned table object is readonly and any changes to the returned table will not be
reflected back into the NWB file.
By default, you must provide the row index as an argument. This is 1-indexed and follows MATLAB indexing behavior.
tableData = dynamicTable.getRow(<tableIndex>);
You can also filter your view by specifying what columns you wish to see.
filteredData = dynamicTable.getRow(<tableIndex>, 'columns', {'columnName'});
In the above example, the filteredData table will only have the “columnName” column data loaded.
Finally, if you prefer to select using your custom id column, you can specify by setting the useId keyword.
tableData = dynamicTable.getRow(<idValue>, 'useId', true);
For more information regarding Dynamic Tables in MatNWB as well as information regarding writing data to them,
please see the MatNWB DynamicTables Tutorial.

3.2.3 Utility Types in MatNWB
“Untyped” Utility types are tools which allow for both flexibility as well as limiting certain constraints that are imposed by the NWB schema. These types are commonly stored in the +types/+untyped/ package directories in your
MatNWB installation.
Sets and Anons
The Set (types.untyped.Set or Constrained Sets) is used to capture a dynamic number of particular NWB-typed
objects. They may contain certain type constraints on what types are allowable to be set. Set keys and values can be
set and retrieved using their set and get methods:
value = someSet.get('key name');
someSet.set('key name', value);

Note: Sets also borrow containers.Map’s keys and values methods to retrieve cell arrays of either.

3.2. Reading with MatNWB
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The Anon type (types.untyped.Anon) can be understood as a Set type with only a single key-value entry. This rarer
type is only used for cases where the name for the stored object can be set by the user. Anon types may also hold NWB
type constraints like Set.
DataStubs and DataPipes
DataStubs serves as a read-only link to your data. It allows for MATLAB-style indexing to retrieve the data stored on
disk.

DataPipes are similar to DataStubs in that they allow you to load data from disk; however, they also provide a wide array
of features that allow the user to write data to disk, either by streaming parts of data in at a time or by compressing
the data before writing. The DataPipe is an advanced type and users looking to leverage DataPipe’s capabilities to
stream/iteratively write or compress data should read the Advanced Data Write Tutorial.
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Links and Views
Links (either types.untyped.SoftLink or types.untyped.ExternalLink) are views that point to another NWB
object, either within the same file or in another external one. SoftLinks contain a path into the same NWB file while
ExternalLinks additionally hold a filename field to point to an external NWB file. Both types use their deref methods
to retrieve the NWB object that they point to though SoftLinks require the NwbFile object that was read in.
referencedObject = softLink.deref(rootNwbFile);
referencedObject = externalLink.deref();

Note: Links are not validated on write by default. It is entirely possible that a link will simply never resolve, either
because the path to the NWB object is wrong, or because the external file is simply missing from the NWB distribution.
Views (either types.untyped.ObjectView or types.untyped.RegionView) are more advanced references which
can point to NWB types as well as segments of raw data from a dataset. ObjectViews will point to NWB types while
RegionViews will point to some subset of data. Both types use refresh to retrieve their referenced data.
referencedObject = objectView.refresh(rootNwbFile);
dataSubset = regionView.refresh(rootNwbFile);

Note: Unlike Links, Views cannot point to NWB objects outside of their respective files. Views are also validated on
write and will always point to a valid NWB object or raw data if written without errors.

3.2.4 Troubleshooting File Reads in MatNWB
Outlined below are the most common issues reported by users when they read a NWB file as well as common troubleshooting approaches to resolve them.
Schema Version Conflicts
If you run into an error where reading a file appears to expect the wrong properties, you should first check if your
MATLAB path is not pointing to other environments with the same packages. MATLAB’s internal which command
to check for unexpected class locations.
Multiple Schema Environments
By default, MatNWB generates all class files in its own installation directory. However, if your work requires you to
manipulate multiple different schema versions or extension environments, you may want to generate the class files in a
local directory so that MATLAB will default to those classes instead.
To do this, you can use the optional savedir keyword argument with nwbRead which allows you to specify a directory
location within which your generated class files will be saved.
nwb = nwbRead('/path/to/matnwb/file.nwb', 'savedir', '.'); % write class files to␣
˓→current working directory.

3.2. Reading with MatNWB
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Note: Other generation functions generateCore and generateExtension also support the savedir option.

Missing Embedded Schemata
Some older NWB files do not have an embedded schema. To read from these files you will need the API generation
functions generateCore and generateExtension to generate the class files before calling nwbRead on them. You
can also use the utility function util.getSchemaVersion to retrieve the correct Core schema for the file you are
trying to read:
schemaVersion = util.getSchemaVersion('/path/to/matnwb/file.nwb');
generateCore(schemaVersion);
generateExtension(path/to/extension/namespace.yaml);

Avoiding Class Regeneration
If you wish to read your file multiple times, you may not want to regenerate your files every time since you know that
your current environment is correct. For this case, you can use nwbRead’s optional argument ignorecache which will
ignore the embedded schema and attempt to read your file with the class files accessible from your MATLAB path or
current working directory.
nwb = nwbRead('path/to/matnwb/file.nwb', 'ignorecache');

Bottom of the Barrel
If you’re here, you’ve probably reached your wit’s end and wish for more specific help. In such times, you can always
contact the NWB team either as a message on our NWB HelpDesk, Slack Workspace or as an issue on Github.
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CHAPTER

FOUR

EXTENDING NWB

Neurophysiology is always changing as new technologies are developed. While the core NWB schema supports many
of the most common data types in neurophysiology, we need a way to accommodate new technologies and unique
metadata needs. Neurodata extensions (NDX) allow us to define new data types. These data types can extend core
types, contain core types, or can be entirely new. These extensions are formally defined with a collection of YAML
files following the NWB Specification Language.

4.1 Creating an extension
4.1.1 Using ndx-template
Extensions should be created in their own repository, not alongside data conversion code. This facilitates sharing and
editing of the extension separately from the code that uses it. When starting a new extension, we highly recommend
using the ndx-template repository, which automatically generates a repository with the appropriate directory structure.
After you finish the instructions here, you should have a directory structure that looks like this
LICENSE.txt
MANIFEST.in
NEXTSTEPS.md
README.md
docs
Makefile
README.md
make.bat
source
_static
theme_overrides.css
conf.py
conf_doc_autogen.py
credits.rst
description.rst
format.rst
index.rst
release_notes.rst
requirements.txt
setup.cfg
setup.py
spec
ndx-example.extensions.yaml
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

ndx-example.namespace.yaml
src
matnwb
README.md
pynwb
README.md
ndx_example
__init__.py
tests
__init__.py
test_tetrodeseries.py
spec
create_extension_spec.py
At its core, an NWB extension consists of YAML text files, such as those generated in the spec folder. While you
can write these YAML extension files by hand, PyNWB provides a convenient API via the spec module for creating
extensions.
Open src/spec/create_extension_spec.py. You will be modifying this script to create your own NWB extension. Let’s first walk through each piece.

4.1.2 Creating a namespace
NWB organizes types into namespaces. You must define a new namespace before creating any new types.
After following the instructions from the ndx-template, you should have a file ndx-my-ext/src/spec/
create_extension_spec.py. The beginning of this file should look like
from pynwb.spec import NWBNamespaceBuilder, export_spec, NWBGroupSpec, NWBAttributeSpec
# TODO: import the following spec classes as needed
# from pynwb.spec import NWBDatasetSpec, NWBLinkSpec, NWBDtypeSpec, NWBRefSpec

def main():
# these arguments were auto-generated from your cookiecutter inputs
ns_builder = NWBNamespaceBuilder(
doc="my description",
name="ndx-my-ext",
version="0.1.0",
author="John Doe",
contact="contact@gmail.com"
)
Here, after the initial imports, we are defining meta-data of the extension. Pay particular attention to version. If you
make changes to your extension after the initial release, you should increase the numbers in your version number, so
that you can keep track of what exact version of the extension was used for each file. We recommend using a semantic
versioning approach.
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4.1.3 Including types
Next, we need to include types from the core schemas. This is analogous to importing classes in Python. The generated
file includes some example imports.
ns_builder.include_type('ElectricalSeries', namespace='core')
ns_builder.include_type('TimeSeries', namespace='core')
ns_builder.include_type('NWBDataInterface', namespace='core')
ns_builder.include_type('NWBContainer', namespace='core')
ns_builder.include_type('DynamicTableRegion', namespace='hdmf-common')
ns_builder.include_type('VectorData', namespace='hdmf-common')
ns_builder.include_type('Data', namespace='hdmf-common')
Neuroscience-specific data types are defined in the namespace 'core' (which means core NWB). More general organizational data types that are not specific to neuroscience and are relevant across scientific fields are defined in
'hdmf-common'. You can see which types are defined in which namespace by exploring the NWB schema documentation and hdmf-common schema documentation <https://hdmf-common-schema.readthedocs.io/en/latest/>`_.

4.1.4 Defining new neurodata types
Next, the create_extension_spec.py file declares an example extension for a new neurodata type called
TetrodeSeries, which extends the ElectricalSeries type. Then it creates a list of all new data types.
tetrode_series = NWBGroupSpec(
neurodata_type_def='TetrodeSeries',
neurodata_type_inc='ElectricalSeries',
doc=('An extension of ElectricalSeries to include the tetrode ID for '
'each time series.'),
attributes=[
NWBAttributeSpec(
name='trode_id',
doc='The tetrode ID.',
dtype='int32'
)
],
)
# TODO: add all of your new data types to this list
new_data_types = [tetrode_series]
The remainder of the file is to generate the YAML files from the spec definition, and should not be changed.
After you make changes to this file, you should run it to re-generate the ndx-[name].extensions.yaml and
ndx-[name].namespace.yaml files. In the next section, we will go into more detail into how to create neurodata
types.

4.1. Creating an extension
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4.2 The Spec API
pynwb defines a spec API, which are classes to help generate a valid NWB extension. The NWB Specification Language
defines a structure for data and metadata using Groups, Datasets, Attributes, and Links. These structures are mapped
onto NWBGroupSpec, NWBDatasetSpec, NWBAttributeSpec, and NWBLinkSpec, respectively. Here, we describe in
detail each of these classes, and demonstrate how to use them to create custom neurodata types.

4.2.1 Group Specifications
Most neurodata types are Groups, which act like a directory or folder within the NWB file. A Group can have within it
Datasets, Attributes, Links, and/or other Groups. Groups are specified with the NWBGroupSpec class, which provides
a python API for specifying the structure for an NWB Group.
from pynwb.spec import NWBGroupSpec
spec = NWBGroupSpec(
neurodata_type_def='MyType',
neurodata_type_inc='NWBDataInterface',
doc='A custom NWB type',
name='quux',
attributes=[...],
datasets=[...],
groups=[...],
links=[...]
)
neurodata_type_def and neurodata_type_inc define the neurodata type with the following rules:
• neurodata_type_def declares the name of the neurodata type.
• neurodata_type_inc indicates what data type you are extending (Groups must extend Groups, and Datasets
must extend Datasets).
• To define a new neurodata type that does not extend an existing type, use neurodata_type_inc=NWBContainer
for a group or neurodata_type_inc=NWBData for a dataset. NWBContainer and NWBData are base types for
NWB.
• To use a type that has already been defined, use neurodata_type_inc and not neurodata_type_def.
• You can define a group that is not a neurodata type by omitting both neurodata_type_def and
neurodata_type_inc.
Tip: Although you have the option not to, there are several advantages to defining new groups and neurodata types.
Neurodata types can be reused in multiple places in the schema, and can be linked to, while groups that are not neurodata
types cannot. You can also have multiple neurodata type groups of the same type in the same group, whereas groups
that are not neurodata types are limited to 0 or 1. Most of the time, we would recommend making a group a neurodata
type. It is also generally better to extend your neurodata type from an existing type. Look through the NWB schema
to see if a core neurodata type would work as a base for your new type. If no existing type works, consider extending
NWBDataInterface`, which allows you to add the object to a processing module.

Tip: New neurodata types should always be declared at the top level of the schema rather than nesting type definitions.
I.e., when creating a new neurodata type it should be placed at the top level of your schema and then included at the
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appropriate location via neurodata_type_inc. This approach greatly simplifies management of types.
For more information about the options available when specifying a Group, see the API docs for NWBGroupSpec.

4.2.2 Dataset Specifications
All larger blocks of numeric or text data should be stored in Datasets.
NWBDatasetSpec.

Specifying datasets is done with

from pynwb.spec import NWBDatasetSpec
spec = NWBDatasetSpec(
doc='A custom NWB type',
name='qux',
shape=(None, None),
attributes=[...]
)
neurodata_type_def, neurodata_type_inc, doc, name, default_name, linkable, quantity, and
attributes all work the same as they do in NWBGroupSpec, described in the previous section.
dtype defines the type of the data, which can be a basic type, compound type, or reference type. See a list of dtype
options as part of the specification language docs. Basic types can be defined as string objects and more complex types
via NWBDtypeSpec and RefSpec.
shape is a specification defining the allowable shapes for the dataset. See the shape specification as part of the specification language docs. None is mapped to null. Is no shape is provided, it is assumed that the dataset is only a single
element.
If the dataset is a single element (scalar) that represents meta-data, consider using an Attribute (see below) to store
the data more efficiently instead. However, note that a Dataset can have Attributes, whereas an Attribute cannot have
Attributes of its own. dims provides labels for each dimension of shape.
Using datasets to specify tables
Row-based tables can be specified using NWBDtypeSpec. To specify a table, provide a list of NWBDtypeSpec objects
to the dtype argument.
from pynwb.spec import NWBDatasetSpec, NWBDtypeSpec
spec = NWBDatasetSpec(
doc='A custom NWB type',
name='qux',
attribute=[
NWBAttributeSpec('baz', 'a value for baz', 'text'),
],
dtype=[
NWBDtypeSpec('foo', 'column for foo', 'int'),
NWBDtypeSpec('bar', 'a column for bar', 'float')
]
)

4.2. The Spec API
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Tip: Column-based tables are also possible and more flexible. See the documentation for DynamicTable.

4.2.3 Attribute Specifications
Attributes are small metadata objects describing the nature and/or intended usage of a Group or Dataset. Attributes are defined in the attributes field of a NWBGroupSpec or NWBDatasetSpec. attributes takes a list
of NWBAttributeSpec objects.
from pynwb.spec import NWBAttributeSpec
spec = NWBAttributeSpec(
name='bar',
doc='a value for bar',
dtype='float'
)
NWBAttributeSpec has arguments very similar to NWBDatasetSpec. A key difference is that an attribute cannot be
a neurodata type, i.e., the neurodata_type_def and neurodata_type_inc keys are not allowed. The only way to
match an object with a spec is through the name of the attribute so name is required. You cannot have multiple attributes
on a single group/dataset that correspond to the same NWBAttributeSpec, since these would have to have the same
name. Therefore, instead of specifying number of quantity, you have a required field which takes a boolean value.
Another key difference between datasets and attributes is that attributes cannot have attributes of their own.
Tip: Dataset or Attribute? It is often possible to store data as either a Dataset or an Attribute. Our best advice is to
keep Attributes small. In HDF5 the typical size limit for attributes is 64Kbytes. If an attribute is going to store more
than 64Kbyte, then make it a Dataset. Attributes are also more efficient for storing very small data, such as scalars.
However, attributes cannot have attributes of their own, and in HDF5, I/O filters, such as compression and chunking,
cannot apply to attributes.

4.2.4 Link Specifications
You can store an object in one place and reference that object in another without copying the object using Links, which
can be defined using NWBLinkSpec objects.
from pynwb.spec import NWBLinkSpec
spec = NWBLinkSpec(
doc='my link',
target_type='ElectricalSeries',
quantity='?'
)
doc, quantity, and name work similarly to NWBDatasetSpec.
target_type indicates the neurodata type that can be referenced.
Tip: In case you need to store large collections of links, it can be more efficient to create a dataset for storing the
links via object references. In NWB, this is used, e.g., in py:class:~pynwb.epoch.TimeIntervals to store collections of
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references to TimeSeries objects.
Using these functions in create_extension_spec.py and then running that file will generate YAML files that
define your extension. If you are a MATLAB user, you are now ready to switch over to MATLAB. Just run
generateExtension ('path/to/ndx_name.extension.yaml') and the extension will be automatically generated for you. If you are a Python user, you need to do a little more work to make a Python API that allows you to read
and write data according to this extension. The next two sections will teach you how to create this Python API.

4.3 Generating an API for an extension
4.3.1 Generating a MatNWB API
In MatNWB, simply call generateExtension("path/to/extension/namespace.yaml");; The class files will
be generated under the +types/+<extension> module and can be accessed via standard MATLAB class semantics:
ts = types.ndx_example.TetrodeSeries(<arguments>);

Note: As seen above, MatNWB will convert namespace names if they are not valid identifiers in MATLAB. See
Variable Names for more information. In most cases, the conversion conforms with MATLAB’s approach with matlab.lang.makeValidName()

4.3.2 Generating a PyNWB API
Now that we have created the extension specification, we need to create the Python interface. These classes will be
used just like the PyNWB API to read and write NWB files using Python. There are two ways to do this: you can
automatically generate the API classes based on the schema, or you can manually create the API classes. Here, we will
show you how to automatically generate the API. In the next section we will discuss why and how to create custom API
classes.
Open up ndx-example/src/pynwb/ndx_example/__init__.py, and notice the last line:
TetrodeSeries = get_class('TetrodeSeries', 'ndx-example')
get_class() is a function that automatically creates a Python API object by parsing the extension YAML. If you
create more neurodata types, simply go down the line creating each one. This is the same object that is created when
you use the load_namespaces flag on __init__().

4.3.3 Customizing automatically generated APIs
Once these classes are generated, you can customize them by dynamically adding or replacing attributes/methods
(a.k.a., monkey patching).
A typical example is adding methods. Let’s say you wanted a method that could return data from only the first channel.
You could add that method like this:
def data_from_first_chan(self):
return self.data[:, 0]
TetrodeSeries.data_from_first_chan = data_from_first_chan

4.3. Generating an API for an extension
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You can also alter existing methods by overwriting them. Lets suppose you wanted to ensure that the trode_id field
is never less than 0 for the TetrodeSeries constructor. You can do this by creating a new __init__ function and
assigning it to the class.
from hdmf.utils import docval, get_docval
from hdmf.common.table import DynamicTableRegion
@docval(get_docval(TetrodeSeries.__init__))
def new_init(self, **kwargs):
assert kwargs['trode_id'] >=0, f"`trode_id` must be greater than or equal to 0."
TetrodeSeries.__init__(self, **kwargs)
TetrodeSeries.__init__ = new_init
The above code creates a new_init method that runs a validation step and then calls the original __init__. Then the
class __init__ is overwritten by the new method. Here we also use docval, which is described in the next section.
Tip: This approach is easy, but note your API will be locked to your specification. If you make changes to your
specification there will be corresponding changes to the API, and this is likely to break existing code. Also, monkey
patches can be very confusing to someone who is not aware of them. Differences between the installed module and the
actual behavior of the source code can lead to frustrated developers. As such, this approach should be used with great
care. In the next section we will show you how to create your own custom API that is more robust.

4.4 Building a custom Python API for an extension
Creating custom extensions is recommended if you want a stable API that can remain the same even as you make
changes to the internal data organization. The pynwb.core module has various tools to make it easier to write classes
that behave like the rest of the PyNWB API.
The pynwb.core defines two base classes that represent the primitive structures supported by the schema. NWBData
represents datasets and NWBContainer represents groups. Additionally, pynwb.core offers subclasses of these two
classes for writing classes that come with more functionality.

4.4.1 Docval
docval is a library within PyNWB and HDMF that performs input validation and automatic documentation generation.
Using the docval decorator is recommended for methods of custom API classes.
This decorator takes a list of dictionaries that specify the method parameters. These dictionaries are used for enforcing
type and building a Sphinx docstring. The first arguments are dictionaries that specify the positional arguments and
keyword arguments of the decorated function. These dictionaries must contain the following keys: 'name', 'type',
and 'doc'. This will define a positional argument. To define a keyword argument, specify a default value using the
key 'default'. To validate the dimensions of an input array add the optional 'shape' parameter.
The decorated method must take self and **kwargs as arguments.
When using this decorator, the functions getargs() and popargs() can be used for easily extracting arguments from
kwargs.
The following code example demonstrates the use of this decorator:
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@docval({'name': 'arg1':,
'type': str,
'doc': 'this is the first positional␣
˓→argument'},
{'name': 'arg2':,
'type': int,
'doc': 'this is the second positional␣
˓→argument'},
{'name': 'kwarg1':, 'type': (list, tuple), 'doc': 'this is a keyword argument',
˓→'default': list()},
returns='foo object', rtype='Foo')
def foo(self, **kwargs):
arg1, arg2, kwarg1 = getargs('arg1', 'arg2', 'kwarg1', **kwargs)
...
The 'shape' parameter is a tuple that follows the same logic as the shape parameter in the specification language.
It can take the form of a tuple with integers or None in each dimension. None indicates that this dimension can take
any value. For instance, (3, None) means the data must be a 2D matrix with a length of 3 and any width. 'shape'
can also take a value that is a tuple of tuples, in which case any one of those tuples can match the spec. For instance,
"shape": ((3, 3), (4, 4, 4)) would indicate that the shape of this data could either be 3x3 or 4x4x4.
The 'type' argument can take a class or a tuple of classes. We also define special strings that are macros which
encompass a number of similar types, and can be used in place of a class, on its own, or within a tuple. 'array_data'
allows the data to be of type np.ndarray, list, tuple, or h5py.Dataset; and 'scalar_data' allows the data to
be str, int, float, bytes, or bool.

4.4.2 Registering classes
When defining a class that represents a neurodata_type (i.e. anything that has a neurodata_type_def ) from your extension, you can tell PyNWB which neurodata_type it represents using the function register_class(). This class
can be called on its own, or used as a class decorator. The first argument should be the neurodata_type and the second
argument should be the namespace name.
The following example demonstrates how to register a class as the Python class representation of the neurodata_type
“MyContainer” from the namespace “my_ns”.
from pynwb import register_class
from pynwb.core import NWBContainer
class MyContainer(NWBContainer):
...
regitser_class('MyContainer', 'my_ns', MyContainer)
Alternatively, you can use register_class() as a decorator.
from pynwb import register_class
from pynwb.core import NWBContainer
@regitser_class('MyContainer', 'my_ns')
class MyContainer(NWBContainer):
...
register_class() is used with NWBData the same way it is used with NWBContainer.

4.4. Building a custom Python API for an extension
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4.4.3 Nwbfields
When creating a new neurodata type, you need to define the new properties on your class, which is done by defining them
in the __nwbfields__ class property. This class property should be a tuple of strings that name the new properties.
Adding a property using this functionality will create a property than can be set only once. Any new properties of the
class should be defined here.
For example, the following class definition will create the MyContainer class that has the properties foo and bar.
from pynwb import register_class
from pynwb.core import NWBContainer

class MyContainer(NWBContainer):
__nwbfields__ = ('foo', 'bar')
...

4.4.4 NWBContainer
NWBContainer should be used to represent groups with a neurodata_type_def. This section will discuss the available
NWBContainer subclasses for representing common group specifications.
NWBDataInterface
The NWB schema uses the neurodata type NWBDataInterface for specifying containers that contain data that is not
considered metadata. For example, NWBDataInterface is a parent neurodata type to ElectricalSeries data, but
not a parent to ElectrodeGroup.
There are no requirements for using NWBDataInterface in addition to those inherited from NWBContainer.
MultiContainerInterface
Throughout the NWB schema, there are multiple NWBDataInterface specifications that include one or more or zero
or more of a certain neurodata type. For example, the LFP neurodata type contains one or more ElectricalSeries.
If your extension follows this pattern, you can use MultiContainerInterface for defining the representative class.
MultiContainerInterface provides a way of automatically generating setters, getters, and properties for your
class. These methods are autogenerated based on a configuration provided using the class property __clsconf__.
__clsconf__ should be a dict or a list of dicts. A single dict should be used if your specification contains a single
neurodata type. A list of dicts should be used if your specification contains multiple neurodata types that will exist as
one or more or zero or more. The contents of the dict are described in the following table.
Key
type
attr
add
create
get
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Attribute
the type of the Container
the property name that holds the Containers
the name of the method for adding a Container
the name of the method for creating a Container
the name of the method for getting a Container by name

Required?
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
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The type key provides a way for the setters to check for type. The property under the name given by the. attr key will
be a LabelledDict. If your class uses a single dict, a __getitem__ method will be autogenerated for indexing into
this LabelledDict. Finally, a constructor will also be autogenerated if you do not provide one in the class definition.
The following code block demonstrates using MultiContainerInterface to build a class that represents the neurodata type “MyDataInterface” from the namespace “my_ns”. It contains one or more containers with neurodata type
“MyContainer”.
from pynwb import register_class
from pynwb.core import MultiContainerInterface

@register_class("MyDataInterface", "my_ns")
class MyDataInterface(MultiContainerInterface):
__clsconf__ = {
'type': MyContainer,
'attr': 'containers',
'add': 'add_container',
'create': 'create_container',
'get': 'get_container',
}
...
This class will have the methods add_container, create_container, and get_container. It will also have
the property containers. The add_container method will check to make sure that either an object of type
MyContainer or a list/dict/tuple of objects of type MyContainer is passed in. create_container will accept the
exact same arguments that the MyContainer class constructor accepts.

4.4.5 NWBData
NWBData should be used to represent datasets with a neurodata_type_def. This section will discuss the available
NWBData subclasses for representing common dataset specifications.
NWBTable
If your specification extension contains a table definition i.e. a dataset with a compound data type, you should
use the NWBTable class to represent this specification. Since NWBTable subclasses NWBData, you can still use
__nwbfields__. In addition, you can use the __columns__ class property to specify the columns of the table.
__columns__ should be a list or a tuple of docval()-like dictionaries.
The following example demonstrates how to define a table with the columns foo and bar that are of type str and int,
respectively. We also register the class as the representation of the neurodata_type “MyTable” from the namespace
“my_ns”.
from pynwb import register_class
from pynwb.core import NWBTable
@register_class('MyTable', 'my_ns')
class MyTable(NWBTable):
__columns__ = [
(continues on next page)

4.4. Building a custom Python API for an extension
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(continued from previous page)

{'name': 'foo', 'type': str, 'doc': 'the foo column'},
{'name': 'bar', 'type': int, 'doc': 'the bar column'},
]
...

NWBTableRegion
NWBTableRegion should be used to represent datasets that store a region reference. When subclassing this class, make
sure you provide a way to pass in the required arguments for the NWBTableRegion constructor–the name of the dataset,
the table that the region applies to, and the region itself.

4.4.6 Custom data checks on __init__
When creating new instances of an API class, we commonly need to check that input parameters are valid. As a common
practice the individual checks are typically implemented as separate functions named _check_.... on the class and
then called in __init__.
To support access to older file version (which may not have followed some new requirements) while at the same time
preventing the creation of new data that is invalid, PyNWB allows us to detect in __init__ whether the object is being
constructed by the ObjectMapper on read or directly by the user, simply by checking if self._in_construct_mode
is True/False. For convenience, PyNWB provides the _error_on_new_warn_on_construct() method, which
makes it easy to raise warnings on read and errors when creating new data.

4.4.7 ObjectMapper
Customizing the mapping between NWBContainer and the Spec
If your NWBContainer extension requires custom mapping of the NWBContainer class for reading and writing, you
will need to implement and register a custom ObjectMapper.
ObjectMapper extensions are registered with the decorator register_map().
from pynwb import register_map
from hdmf.build import ObjectMapper
@register_map(MyExtensionContainer)
class MyExtensionMapper(ObjectMapper)
...
register_map() can also be used as a function.
from pynwb import register_map
from hdmf.build import ObjectMapper
class MyExtensionMapper(ObjectMapper)
...
register_map(MyExtensionContainer, MyExtensionMapper)
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Tip: ObjectMappers allow you to customize how objects in the spec are mapped to attributes of your NWBContainer
in Python. This is useful, e.g., in cases where you want to customize the default mapping. For example in TimeSeries,
the attribute unit, which is defined on the dataset data (i.e., data.unit), would by default be mapped to the attribute
data__unit on TimeSeries. The ObjectMapper TimeSeriesMap then changes this mapping to map data.unit to
the attribute unit on TimeSeries . ObjectMappers also allow you to customize how constructor arguments for your
NWBContainer are constructed. For example, in TimeSeries instead of explicit timestamps we may only have a
starting_time and rate. In the ObjectMapper, we could then construct timestamps from this data on data load
to always have timestamps available for the user. For an overview of the concepts of containers, spec, builders, and
object mappers in PyNWB, see also Software Architecture.

4.5 Documenting Extensions
Using the same tools used to generate the documentation for the NWB core format. one can easily generate documentation in HTML, PDF, ePub and many other formats for extensions.
If you used ndx-template, then your repository is already pre-configured to automatically generate documentation for
your extension using the HDMF DocUtils and Sphinx. The docs directory structure should look like this.
ndx-my-extension/
docs/
source/
credits.rst
description.rst
release_notes.rst
...
To generate the HTML documentation files from the YAML (or JSON) sources of the extension, simply run:
cd docs/source
make html
The generated documentation will be available in build/html. To view, open build/html/index.html in your
browser. These pages contain diagrams of your extension. Note that there are several places where information needs
to be added. For instance, the Overview section says:
Note: Add the description of your extension here
Within docs/source, edit credits.rst, description.rst, and release_notes.rst, then rerun make html.
Now that you have created documentation for your extension, it is time to learn how to publish in the NDX catalog.
See published extensions and learn how to share your extension on the NDX Catalog website.

4.5. Documenting Extensions
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4.6 Publishing extensions

Neurodata extensions can be shared with the community using the NDX Catalog. As illustrated in the figure, the
publication process is divided into three main steps: 1) open release of the sources to the community using GitHub, 2)
open access of versioned releases via PyPI, and 3) open publication of the extension to the community via the NDX
Catalog.

4.6.1 Open Source: Releasing your extension Git repository
1. Before publishing your extension online you should add a license file. Permissive licenses should be used if
possible. A BSD license <https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause> is recommended.
2. Modify README.md at the root directory of your extension repo to describe the extension for interested developers
and users.
3. The first step to publishing your extension then is to make your Git repository accessible online via GitHub, or
any other public Git hosting service of your choice. To publish your extension on GitHub you will need a GitHub
account and follow the following instructions to add an existing project to GitHub
4. Make a release for the extension on GitHub with the version number specified. e.g. if the version is 0.1.0, then
this page should exist: https://github.com/<my_username>/<my_extension>/releases/tag/0.1.0.
See the creating a release guide on GitHub for instructions on how to make a release. See the NWB Versioning
Guidelines for details on how to version extensions.
Note: We here focus on GitHub because it is the services that is currently most commonly used for extensions
repositories. However, users may chose to use other services (e.g., GitLab or Bitbucket) to share their sources.

4.6.2 Open Access: Releasing your extension on PyPI
To make your extension installable for users via pip and manage public releases NWB uses the Python Package Index
(PyPI) index.
1. Follow these directions to package your project. You may need to modify setup.py. If your extension version
is 0.1.0, then this page should exist: https://pypi.org/project/<myextension>/0.1.0
2. Once your GitHub release and setup.py are ready, publishing on PyPI:
python setup.py sdist bdist_wheel
twine upload dist/*
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4.6.3 Open Publication: Publishing your extension on the NDX Catalog
The NDX Catalog serves as a central, community-led catalog for extensions to the NWB data standard. The NDX
Catalog manages basic metadata about extensions while ownership of the source repositories for the extensions remain
with the developers. To publish your extension on the catalog:
1. Fork the staged-extensions repository, which is used to submit new extension to the catalog via pull requests.
2. Clone your fork of the staged-extensions onto your computer, e.g., via git clone <my_fork_url>

3. Copy the directory staged-extensions/example to a new directory with the name of your extension, e.g.,
via cp -r staged-extensions/example staged-extensions/<my_extension>
4. Edit staged-extensions/<my_extension>/ndx-meta.yaml with information on where to find your NWB
extension. The NEXTSTEPS.md file in the ndx-template includes an autogenerated template ndx-meta.yaml
file that you may copy and modify. The YAML file MUST contain a dict with the following keys:
• name: extension namespace name
• version: extension version
• src: URL for the main page of the public repository (e.g. on GitHub, BitBucket, GitLab) that contains the
sources of the extension
• pip: URL for the main page of the extension on PyPI
• license: name of the license of the extension
• `` maintainers``: list of GitHub usernames of those who will reliably maintain the extension
You may copy and modify the following YAML that was auto-generated:
5. Edit staged-extensions/<my_extension>/README.md to add information about your extension. Usually, you can here just copy the README.md from your extension repo cp <my_extension>/README.md
staged-extensions/<my_extension>/README.md
6. Add and commit your changes to Git and push your changes to GitHub:
cd staged-extensions
git add <my_extension>
git commit -m "Add new catalog entry for <my_extension>"
git push
7. Open a pull request. See the creating a pull request from a fork website for step-by-step instructions on to create
a pull request on GitHub.
8. Once the PR has been created, building of your extension will be tested on Windows, Mac, and Linux. The technical team will review your extension shortly after and provide feedback and request changes, if any. Once the
technical team has approved and merged your pull request, a new repository, called <my_extension>-record
4.6. Publishing extensions
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will be created in the nwb-extensions GitHub organization and you will be added as a maintainer for that repository.

4.6.4 Updating your published extension
Once you have published your extension you can update and publish new version as follows:
1. Update your <my_extension> GitHub repository
2. Publish your updated extension on PyPI.
3. Fork the <my_extension>-record repository from the nwb-extensions GitHub organization and update your
ndx-meta.yaml, README.md and other relevant record data
4. Open a pull request to test the changes automatically.
5. The technical team will review your changes shortly after and provide feedback and request changes, if any.
6. Your updated extension is ready once your PR has been approved and merged.

4.6.5 Policies: Neurodata Extension (NDX) rules and guidelines
• Sharing Guidelines: requirements and strategy for sharing format extensions for NWB
• Sharing Strategies: standard practices and strategies for sharing format extensions for NWB
• Proposal Review Process: process by which extensions to the NWB core standard are proposed, evaluated,
reviewed, and accepted
• Versioning Guidelines: requirements and strategy for versioning namespaces for the NWB core schema and
extensions

4.7 Examples
4.7.1 Extensions for lab-specific metadata: Extending LabMetaData
Use case
Here we address the use case of adding lab-specific metadata to a file, e.g., lab-specific information about experimental
protocols, lab-specific identifiers and so on. This approach is intended for usually small metadata. Extension source
Approach
To include lab-specific metadata, NWB provides pynwb.file.LabMetaData as a a convenient base type, which makes
it easy to add your data to an pynwb.file.NWBFile without having to modify the pynwb.file.NWBFile type itself
(since adding of pynwb.file.LabMetaData is already implemented).
Note: NWB uses dynamically extensible table structures based on DynamicTable to describe metadata and derived
results, e.g., TimeIntervals for epochs or trials or ElectrodeTable to describe extracellular electrodes. Depending
on the type of metadata, use of these existing dynamic table structures can help avoid the need for custom extensions
by including the data as additional, custom columns in the appropriate existing tables.
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Creating the extension
1. Create a new repository for the extension using the ndx-template:
cookiecutter gh:nwb-extensions/ndx-template
2. Answer a few simple questions of the cookiecutter template. We can respond to many questions with Enter to
accept the default response (e.g., to start with version=0.1.0):
namespace [ndx-my-namespace]: ndx-labmetadata-example
description [My NWB extension]: Example extension to illustrate how to extend␣
˓→LabMetaData for adding lab-specific metadata
author [My Name]: Oliver Ruebel
email [my_email@example.com]: oruebel@lbl.gov
github_username [myname]: oruebel
copyright [2021, Oliver Ruebel]:
version [0.1.0]:
release [alpha]:
Select license:
1 - BSD-3
2 - MIT
3 - Apache Software License 2.0
4 - Other
Choose from 1, 2, 3, 4 [1]: 1
py_pkg_name [ndx_labmetadata_example]:
3. Edit ndx-my-brainlabsrc/spec/create_extension_spec.py that was generated for you to define the schema
of your extension. See The Spec API section for details on how to use the specification API.
• Add LabMetaData as an include type
ns_builder.include_type('LabMetaData', namespace='core')
• Define your new LabMetaData type for your lab
labmetadata_ext = NWBGroupSpec(
name='custom_lab_metadata',
doc='Example extension type for storing lab metadata',
neurodata_type_def='LabMetaDataExtensionExample',
neurodata_type_inc='LabMetaData',
)
• Add the Groups, Datasets, and Attributes with the metadata specific to our lab to our LabMetaData schema
labmetadata_ext.add_dataset(
name="tissue_preparation",
doc="Lab-specific description of the preparation of the tissue",
dtype='text',
quantity='?'
)
• Add our new type definitions to the extension
new_data_types = [labmetadata_ext]
4. Generate the schema for the extension by running the create_extension_spec.py script
4.7. Examples
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cd ndx-labmetadata-example
python src/spec/create_extension_spec.py
5. Edit src/pynwb/__init__.py to define Python API classes for our new extension data types via pynwb.
get_class().
LabMetaDataExtensionExample = get_class('LabMetaDataExtensionExample', 'ndx-labmetadata˓→example')
6. Define unit tests for the extension. The ndx-template created an example test module src/pynwb/tests/
test_tetrodeseries.py to illustrate how to implement tests. Here we simply remove this file and replace it with
our own tests test_labmetadata_example.py. More details below in Creating unit tests.
7. To make sure our extension schema and source code files are version controlled, we now add all the files we just
created to the Git repo:
git add .
git commit -m "Added API classes, tests, and schema files"
8. Install your extension (Python only)(Optional)
pip install .
Now our extension is ready to use!
Creating custom Python API classes
We skip this step here, since this extension of LabMetaData is simple enough that the autogenerated class is sufficient.
If the autogenerated class from pynwb.get_class() for an extension data types is not sufficient, then we can either
customize the autogenerated class as described in Generating a PyNWB API (recommended only for basic changes)
or define our own custom API class as described in Building a custom Python API for an extension (recommended for
full customization).
Creating unit tests
Python
MATLAB
Unit test
Roundtrip test (read/write)
Running Python unit tests
from pynwb.testing.mock.file import mock_NWBFile
from pynwb.testing import TestCase
from ndx_labmetadata_example import LabMetaDataExtensionExample

class TestLabMetaDataExtensionExample(TestCase):
"""Test basic functionality of LabMetaDataExtensionExample without read/write"""
def setUp(self):
(continues on next page)
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"""Set up an NWB file. Necessary because TetrodeSeries requires references to␣
˓→electrodes."""
self.nwbfile = mock_NWBFile()
def test_constructor(self):
"""Test that the constructor for TetrodeSeries sets values as expected."""
tissue_preparation = "Example tissue preparation"
lmdee_object = LabMetaDataExtensionExample(tissue_preparation=tissue_preparation)
self.assertEqual(lmdee_object.tissue_preparation, tissue_preparation)
from
from
from
from

pynwb.testing.mock.file import mock_NWBFile
pynwb.testing import TestCase
pynwb.testing.testh5io import NWBH5IOMixin
ndx_labmetadata_example import LabMetaDataExtensionExample

class TestLabMetaDataExtensionExampleRoundtrip(NWBH5IOMixin, TestCase):
"""
Roundtrip test for LabMetaDataExtensionExample to test read/write
This test class writes the LabMetaDataExtensionExample to an NWBFile, then
reads the data back from the file, and compares that the data read from file
is consistent with the original data. Using the pynwb.testing infrastructure
simplifies this complex test greatly by allowing to simply define how to
create the container, add to a file, and retrieve it form a file. The
task of writing, reading, and comparing the data is then taken care of
automatically by the NWBH5IOMixin.
"""
def setUpContainer(self):
"""set up example LabMetaDataExtensionExample object"""
self.lab_meta_data = LabMetaDataExtensionExample(tissue_preparation="Example␣
˓→tissue preparation")
return self.lab_meta_data
def addContainer(self, nwbfile):
"""Add the test LabMetaDataExtensionExample to the given NWBFile."""
nwbfile.add_lab_meta_data(lab_meta_data=self.lab_meta_data)
def getContainer(self, nwbfile):
"""Get the LabMetaDataExtensionExample object from the given NWBFile."""
return nwbfile.get_lab_meta_data(self.lab_meta_data.name)
cd ndx-labmetadata-example
pytest
Unit test
Roundtrip test (read/write)
Running MATLAB unit tests
Coming soon ...
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Coming soon ...
Coming soon ...

Documenting the extension
• REAME.md: Add instructions to the README.md file. This typically includes information on how to install the
extension and an example on how to use the extension
• Schema and user documentation:
– Install the latest release of hdmf_docutils: python -m pip install hdmf-docutils
– Generate the documentation for your extension based on the YAML schema files via:
cd docs/
make html
– To view the docs, simply open docs/build/html/index.html in your browser
– See the docs/README.md for instructions on how to customize the documentation for your
extension.
See Documenting Extensions for more details.
Writing data using the extension
Python
MATLAB
from
from
from
from
from

pynwb.file import NWBFile, Subject
ndx_labmetadata_example import LabMetaDataExtensionExample
pynwb import NWBHDF5IO
uuid import uuid4
datetime import datetime

# create an example NWBFile
nwbfile = NWBFile(
session_description="test session description",
identifier=str(uuid4()),
session_start_time=datetime(1970, 1, 1),
subject=Subject(
age="P50D",
description="example mouse",
sex="F",
subject_id="test_id")
)
# create our custom lab metadata
lab_meta_data = LabMetaDataExtensionExample(tissue_preparation="Example tissue␣
˓→preparation")
# Add the test LabMetaDataExtensionExample to the NWBFile
(continues on next page)
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nwbfile.add_lab_meta_data(lab_meta_data=lab_meta_data)
# Write the file to disk
filename = "testfile.nwb"
with NWBHDF5IO(path=filename, mode="a") as io:
io.write(nwbfile)
Coming soon ...

Reading an NWB file that uses the extension
Python
Python (without extension installed)
MATLAB
from pynwb import NWBHDF5IO
from ndx_labmetadata_example import LabMetaDataExtensionExample
# Read the file from disk
io = NWBHDF5IO(path=filename, mode="r")
nwbfile = io.read()
# Get the custom lab metadata object
lab_meta_data = nwbfile.get_lab_meta_data(name="custom_lab_metadata")
from pynwb import NWBHDF5IO
# Read the file from disk. Load the namespace from file to
# autogenerate classes from the schema
io = NWBHDF5IO(path=filename, mode="r", load_namespaces=True)
nwbfile = io.read()
# Get the custom lab metadata object
lab_meta_data = nwbfile.get_lab_meta_data(name="custom_lab_metadata")
Coming soon ...

Publishing the extension
The steps to publish an extension are the same for all extensions. We, therefore, here only briefly describe he main
steps for publishing our extension. For a more in-depth guide, see the page Publishing extensions
• GitHub (Open Source): To make the sources of your extension openly accessible, publish the extension on
GitHub by following the instructions on Open Source: Releasing your extension Git repository.
• PyPI (Open Access): Publish your extension on PyPI to make it easy for users to install it and to create a
persistent release of the extension following the Open Access: Releasing your extension on PyPI guide.
• NDX Catalog (Open Publication): The NDX Catalog serves as a central, community-led catalog for extensions
to the NWB data standard. The NDX Catalog manages basic metadata about extensions while ownership of the
source repositories for the extensions remain with the developers. For a step-by-step guide the Open Publication:
Publishing your extension on the NDX Catalog guide.
4.7. Examples
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FIVE

GLOSSARY OF CORE NWB TOOLS

The glossary shown here provides a quick overview of the key software packages of the core NWB software stack. For a
more general discussion of the overall organization of the core NWB software stack see the NWB Software Ecosystem
page on the main NWB website.

5.1 Read/Write NWB File APIs
The NWB reference APIs provide full support for reading and writing all components of the NWB standard, including
support for extensions. The APIs are interoperable, i.e., files created with PyNWB can be read in MatNWB and vice
versa. Both PyNWB and MatNWB support advanced read/write for efficient interaction with very large data files (i.e.,
data too large for main memory), via lazy data loading, iterative data write, and data compression among others.

PyNWB is the Python reference API for NWB. Docs Tutorials Source

MatNWB is a MATLAB library for reading and writing NWB files. Docs Tutorials Source
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5.2 Converting Data to NWB

The NeuroConv is a Python library for automatic conversion from proprietary data formats to NWB. Docs Source

5.3 Validating NWB Files
NWB provides tools to check that files comply with the NWB standard schema as well as to check whether the data
complies with NWB Best Practices. Validating compliance with the NWB schema ensures that files are structurally
correct and can be read by NWB APIs. Validating compliance with best practices helps improve data quality and
(re-)usability.

NWB Inspector is a python library and command-line tool for inspecting NWB files for adherence to NWB best practices. By default, the Inspector also runs the PyNWB validator to check for compliance with the NWB schema. The
Inspector can also be easily extended to integrate custom data checks and to configure checks. Docs Source

The PyNWB reference Python API includes classes and command line tools for validating compliance of files with the
core NWB schema and the schema of NWB Neurodata Extensions (NDX). Validation Docs
Hint: In practice, most user should use the NWB Inspector to validate NWB files, as it helps to check for compliance with both the schema and best practices and provides greater flexibility. Direct use of PyNWB’s validator is
primarily useful for use case where schema compliance and performance are of primary concern, for example, during
development of extensions or as part of automated test environments.
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5.4 Extending NWB
Neurodata Extensions (NDX) are used to extend the NWB data standard, e.g., to integrate new data types with NWB
or define standard for lab- or project-specific metadata. The collection of tools listed here are used to create, document,
publish extensions. To learn more about how create extensions see the Extending NWB section.

The Neurodata Extensions Catalog (NDX Catalog) is a community-led catalog of Neurodata Extensions (NDX) to the
NWB data standard. The NDX Catalog provides a central portal to search, publish, and review of NDX. Catalog Source

The NDX Template provides a template for creating Neurodata Extensions (NDX) for the NWB data standard. When
creating a new extension, the NDX-template will create a detailed NEXTSTEPS.md file describing how to create an
extension and how to submit it to the NDX catalog. Source

The staged-extensions GitHub repository is used to register new extensions for publication in the Neurodata Extensions
Catalog (NDX Catalog). Source

The HDMF Documentation Utilities (hdmf-docuils) provide utility tools for creating documentation for extension
schema defined using the NWB Schema Language. The NDX Template automatically sets up the documentation for
extensions via the hdmf-docuils and as such are part of most NDX code repositories without having to interact with the
tool directly. Source

5.4.
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The NWB data standard is governed by the NWB Format Specification (a.k.a., the NWB Schema). When creating
new extensions we typically build on and reuse existing neurodata_types already available in NWB. The NWB Format
Specification provides a reference definition for all types available in NWB. The NWB schema itself builds on the
HDMF Common Schema. Docs Source

The HDMF Common Schema defines the schema of common, general data structures, which are used throughout the
NWB Standard Schema but which are not specific to neurophysiology. Example types defined in the HDMF common
schema incude, e.g., all types related to DynamicTable for defining data tables. Docs Source

5.5 Core Development
Understanding core development tools (e.g., HDMF) is useful for developers in particular when we need to dive deeper
into the core data infrastructure for NWB, e.g., when changing or creating new storage methods or when developing
features for common data types (e.g., DynamicTable) that are defined in HDMF and used in NWB.

The Hierarchical Data Modeling Framework (HDMF) is a python package for working with hierarchical data. It provides APIs for specifying data models, reading and writing data to different storage backends, and representing data
with Python object. HDMF builds the foundation for the PyNWB Python API for NWB. Docs Source
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SIX

ANALYSIS AND VISUALIZATION TOOLS

6.1 NWB Widgets
NWB Widgets is a library of widgets for visualization NWB data in a Jupyter notebook (or lab). The widgets make it
easy to navigate through the hierarchical structure of the NWB file and visualize specific data elements. It is designed
to work out-of-the-box with NWB 2.0 files and to be easy to extend. Source

6.1.1 Demo
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6.1.2 Installation
pip install nwbwidgets

6.1.3 Usage
from pynwb import NWBHDF5IO
from nwbwidgets import nwb2widget
io = NWBHDF5IO('path/to/file.nwb', mode='r')
nwb = io.read()
nwb2widget(nwb)

6.1.4 How it works
All visualizations are controlled by the dictionary neurodata_vis_spec. The keys of this dictionary are pynwb neurodata
types, and the values are functions that take as input that neurodata_type and output a visualization. The visualizations
may be of type Widget or matplotlib.Figure. When you enter a neurodata_type instance into nwb2widget, it searches
the neurodata_vis_spec for that instance’s neurodata_type, progressing backwards through the parent classes of the
neurodata_type to find the most specific neurodata_type in neurodata_vis_spec. Some of these types are containers for
other types, and create accordian UI elements for its contents, which are then passed into the neurodata_vis_spec and
rendered accordingly.
Instead of supplying a function for the value of the neurodata_vis_spec dict, you may provide a dict or OrderedDict
with string keys and function values. In this case, a tab structure is rendered, with each of the key/value pairs as an
individual tab. All accordian and tab structures are rendered lazily- they are only called with that tab is selected. As a
result, you can provide may tabs for a single data type without a worry. They will only be run if they are selected.

6.1.5 Extending
To extend NWBWidgets, all you need to a function that takes as input an instance of a specific neurodata_type class,
and outputs a matplotlib figure or a jupyter widget.

6.2 NWB Explorer
NWB Explorer is a web application developed by MetaCell for reading, visualizing and exploring the content of NWB
2 files. The portal comes with built-in visualization for many data types, and provides an interface to a jupyter notebook
for custom analyses and open exploration. Online
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6.3 HDFView
HDFView is a general visual tool written in Java for browsing and editing HDF5 files. HDFView does not provide
NWB-specific functionality but is useful (mainly for developers) to debug and browse NWB HDF5 files. HDFView
supports viewing the HDF5 file hierarchy in a tree structure and editing of groups, datasets, and attributes in HDF5
files. In addition, the HDF5 library ships with range of HDF5 command line tools that can be useful for developers
(e.g., h5ls and h5dump to introspect, h5diff to compare, or h5copy and h5repack to copy HDF5 files). Docs Source.

6.3. HDFView
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6.3.1 Compatability with NWB
HDFView and HDF5 command line tools are generic HDF5 tools and as such are not aware of the NWB schema.
Modifying NWB files using generic HDF5 tools can result in invalid NWB files. Use of these tools is, hence, primarily
useful for developers, e.g., for debugging.

6.4 SpikeInterface
SpikeInterface is a collection of Python modules designed to improve the accessibility, reliability, and reproducibility
of spike sorting and all its associated computations. Video tutorial Demo Notebook Docs Source
With SpikeInterface, users can:
• read/write many extracellular file formats.
• pre-process extracellular recordings.
• run many popular, semi-automatic spike sorters.
• post-process sorted datasets.
• compare and benchmark spike sorting outputs.
• compute quality metrics to validate and curate spike sorting outputs.
• visualize recordings and spike sorting outputs.
• export report and export toPhy
• offer a powerful Qt-based viewer in separate package spikeinterface-gui
• have some powerful sorting components to build your own sorter.
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6.5 CellExplorer
CellExplorer is a graphical user interface (GUI), a standardized processing module and data structure for exploring and
classifying single cells acquired using extracellular electrodes. NWB Tutorial Intro Video Video Tutorial Docs Source.

6.6 EcogVIS
EcogVIS is a Python-based, time series visualizer for Electrocorticography (ECoG) signals stored in NWB files.
EcogVIS makes it intuitive and simple to visualize ECoG signals from selected channels, brain regions, make annotations and mark intervals of interest. Signal processing and analysis tools will soon be added. Source.

6.5. CellExplorer
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6.7 Neo
Neo Neo is a Python package for working with electrophysiology data in Python, together with support for reading and
writing a wide range of neurophysiology file formats (see the list of supported formats). The goal of Neo is to improve
interoperability between Python tools for analyzing, visualizing and generating electrophysiology data, by providing a
common, shared object model. In order to be as lightweight a dependency as possible, Neo is deliberately limited to
representation of data, with no functions for data analysis or visualization. Docs Neo NWBIO Docs Website Source.

6.8 CaImAn
CaImAn is a computational toolbox for large scale Calcium Imaging Analysis, including movie handling, motion correction, source extraction, spike deconvolution and result visualization. CaImAn now supports reading and writing
data in NWB 2.0. NWB Demo Video Tutorial Docs Source.

6.9 suite2p
suite2p is an imaging processing pipeline written in Python . suite2p includes modules for 1) Registration, 2) Cell
detection, 3) Spike detection, and a 4) Visualization GUI. Video Tutorial Docs Source.
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6.10 CIAtah
CIAtah (pronounced cheetah; formerly calciumImagingAnalysis) is a Matlab software package for analyzing one- and
two-photon calcium imaging datasets. Video tutorial Docs Source.

6.11 EXTRACT
EXTRACT is a Tractable and Robust Automated Cell extraction Tool for calcium imaging, which extracts the activities
of cells as time series from both one-photon and two-photon Ca2+ imaging movies. EXTRACT makes minimal assumptions about the data, which is the main reason behind its high robustness and superior performance. Source NWB
tutorials Publication

6.12 MIES
MIES is a sweep based data acquisition tool written in Igor Pro. MIES has three primary user interfaces: 1) the
WaveBuilder to generate stimulus sets 2) the DA_Ephys GUI to control and observe data acquisition in real time, and
3) the DataBrowser to browse acquired data. All three interfaces are intended to be operated in parallel. Video tutorial
MIES NWB Module Docs Source.

6.10. CIAtah
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6.13 PatchView
PatchView is a GUI tool to perform data analysis and visualization on multi channel whole-cell recording (multi-patch)
data, including firing pattern analysis, mini-event analysis, synaptic connection detection, morphological analysis and
more. Documentation Source Publication
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6.13.1 NWB (NeurodataWithoutBorders) APIs
PatchView reads Heka or Axon format files for patch-clamp data, and uses PyNWB to export to NWB files.
The code snippet below shows how to convert data from an original Heka .dat file to an extended NWBFile object,
query the content, and generate a visualization.
from patchview.utilitis.PVdat2NWB import dat2NWB
nwbData = dat2NWB('test_singleFP.dat', [0,0]) # extract group 0, series 0 from the file
print(nwbData.fields.keys())
## get number of sweeps
print(f'Number of sweeps: {nwbData.getNumberOfSweeps()}')
## nwbData is an extended pynwb NWB object
stim, resp = nwbData.getSweep(0) # get one sweep's stimulus and responses
## with additional plotting functions.
nwbData.plotSweep([0, 5, 20]) # plot sweep number 0, 5, 20
The last command in the block above should give you a figure like this:

6.13. PatchView
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6.14 DeepLabCut
DeepLabCut is an efficient method for 2D and 3D markerless pose estimation based on transfer learning with deep
neural networks that achieves excellent results (i.e. you can match human labeling accuracy) with minimal training
data (typically 50-200 frames). We demonstrate the versatility of this framework by tracking various body parts in
multiple species across a broad collection of behaviors. Documentation
DeepLabCut has developed DLC2NWB, a Python package for converting from their native output format to NWB. This
library uses the NWB extension ndx-pose, which aims to provide a standardized format for storing pose estimation data
in NWB. ndx-pose was developed initially to store the output of DeepLabCut in NWB, but is also designed to store the
output of general pose estimation tools.

6.15 SLEAP
SLEAP is an open source deep-learning based framework for multi-animal pose tracking. It can be used to track
any type or number of animals and includes an advanced labeling/training GUI for active learning and proofreading.
Documentation
SLEAP has developed NDXPoseAdaptor , an adaptor class within SLEAP for importing and exporting NWB files.
Users can either use the SLEAP GUI to import/export NWB files or use the high-level API Labels.export_nwb to
programatically export to the NWB format. This adaptor uses the NWB extension ndx-pose, which aims to provide a
standardized format for storing pose estimation data in NWB.

6.16 pynapple
pynapple is a unified toolbox for integrated analysis of multiple data sources. Designed to be “plug & play”, users define
and import their own time-relevant variables. Supported data sources include, but are not limited to, electrophysiology,
calcium imaging, and motion capture data. Pynapple contains integrated functions for common neuroscience analyses,
including cross-correlograms, tuning curves, decoding and perievent time histogram. Docs Source Twitter
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6.17 DANDI
DANDI (Distributed Archives for Neurophysiology Data Integration) is the NIH BRAIN Initiative archive for publishing and sharing neurophysiology data including electrophysiology, optophysiology, and behavioral time-series, and
images from immunostaining experiments. Online Archive Docs Source.

6.17. DANDI
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DANDI is:
• An open data archive to submit neurophysiology data for electrophysiology, optophysiology, and behavioral
time-series, and images from immunostaining experiments.
• A persistent, versioned, and growing collection of standardized datasets.
• A place to house data to collaborate across research sites.
• Supported by the BRAIN Initiative and the AWS Public dataset programs.
DANDI provides significant benefits:
• A FAIR (Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, Reusable) data archive to house standardized neurophysiology and
associated data.
• Rich metadata to support search across data.
• Consistent and transparent data standards to simplify data reuse and software development. We use the Neurodata
Without Borders, Brain Imaging Data Structure, Neuroimaging Data Model (NIDM), and other BRAIN Initiative
standards to organize and search the data.
• The data can be accessed programmatically allowing for software to work directly with data in the cloud.
• The infrastructure is built on a software stack of open source products, thus enriching the ecosystem.
This is a page is a collection of tools we are cataloging as a convenience reference for NWB users. This is not a
comprehensive list of NWB tools. Many of these tools are built and supported by other groups, and are in active
development. If you would like to contribute a tool, please see the instructions here.
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6.18 Exploring NWB Files

NWB Widgets is a library of widgets for visualization NWB data in a Jupyter notebook (or lab). The widgets make it
easy to navigate through the hierarchical structure of the NWB file and visualize specific data elements. It is designed
to work out-of-the-box with NWB 2.0 files and to be easy to extend. Source

NWB Explorer is a web application developed by MetaCell for reading, visualizing and exploring the content of NWB
2 files. The portal comes with built-in visualization for many data types, and provides an interface to a jupyter notebook
for custom analyses and open exploration. Online

HDFView is a general visual tool written in Java for browsing and editing HDF5 files. HDFView does not provide
NWB-specific functionality but is useful (mainly for developers) to debug and browse NWB HDF5 files. HDFView
supports viewing the HDF5 file hierarchy in a tree structure and editing of groups, datasets, and attributes in HDF5
files. In addition, the HDF5 library ships with range of HDF5 command line tools that can be useful for developers
(e.g., h5ls and h5dump to introspect, h5diff to compare, or h5copy and h5repack to copy HDF5 files). Docs Source.

6.18. Exploring NWB Files
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6.19 Extracellular Electrophysiology Tools

SpikeInterface is a collection of Python modules designed to improve the accessibility, reliability, and reproducibility
of spike sorting and all its associated computations. Video tutorial Demo Notebook Docs Source

CellExplorer is a graphical user interface (GUI), a standardized processing module and data structure for exploring and
classifying single cells acquired using extracellular electrodes. NWB Tutorial Intro Video Video Tutorial Docs Source.

EcogVIS is a Python-based, time series visualizer for Electrocorticography (ECoG) signals stored in NWB files.
EcogVIS makes it intuitive and simple to visualize ECoG signals from selected channels, brain regions, make annotations and mark intervals of interest. Signal processing and analysis tools will soon be added. Source.

Neo Neo is a Python package for working with electrophysiology data in Python, together with support for reading and
writing a wide range of neurophysiology file formats (see the list of supported formats). The goal of Neo is to improve
interoperability between Python tools for analyzing, visualizing and generating electrophysiology data, by providing a
common, shared object model. In order to be as lightweight a dependency as possible, Neo is deliberately limited to
representation of data, with no functions for data analysis or visualization. Docs Neo NWBIO Docs Website Source.
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6.20 Optical Physiology Tools

CaImAn is a computational toolbox for large scale Calcium Imaging Analysis, including movie handling, motion correction, source extraction, spike deconvolution and result visualization. CaImAn now supports reading and writing
data in NWB 2.0. NWB Demo Video Tutorial Docs Source.

suite2p is an imaging processing pipeline written in Python . suite2p includes modules for 1) Registration, 2) Cell
detection, 3) Spike detection, and a 4) Visualization GUI. Video Tutorial Docs Source.

CIAtah (pronounced cheetah; formerly calciumImagingAnalysis) is a Matlab software package for analyzing one- and
two-photon calcium imaging datasets. Video tutorial Docs Source.

EXTRACT is a Tractable and Robust Automated Cell extraction Tool for calcium imaging, which extracts the activities
of cells as time series from both one-photon and two-photon Ca2+ imaging movies. EXTRACT makes minimal assumptions about the data, which is the main reason behind its high robustness and superior performance. Source NWB
tutorials Publication

6.20. Optical Physiology Tools
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6.21 Intracellular Electrical Physiology Tools

MIES is a sweep based data acquisition tool written in Igor Pro. MIES has three primary user interfaces: 1) the
WaveBuilder to generate stimulus sets 2) the DA_Ephys GUI to control and observe data acquisition in real time, and
3) the DataBrowser to browse acquired data. All three interfaces are intended to be operated in parallel. Video tutorial
MIES NWB Module Docs Source.

PatchView is a GUI tool to perform data analysis and visualization on multi channel whole-cell recording (multi-patch)
data, including firing pattern analysis, mini-event analysis, synaptic connection detection, morphological analysis and
more. Documentation Source Publication

6.22 Behavior
DeepLabCut is an efficient method for 2D and 3D markerless pose estimation based on transfer learning with deep
neural networks that achieves excellent results (i.e. you can match human labeling accuracy) with minimal training
data (typically 50-200 frames). We demonstrate the versatility of this framework by tracking various body parts in
multiple species across a broad collection of behaviors. Documentation
SLEAP is an open source deep-learning based framework for multi-animal pose tracking. It can be used to track
any type or number of animals and includes an advanced labeling/training GUI for active learning and proofreading.
Documentation
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6.23 Data Analysis Toolbox

pynapple is a unified toolbox for integrated analysis of multiple data sources. Designed to be “plug & play”, users define
and import their own time-relevant variables. Supported data sources include, but are not limited to, electrophysiology,
calcium imaging, and motion capture data. Pynapple contains integrated functions for common neuroscience analyses,
including cross-correlograms, tuning curves, decoding and perievent time histogram. Docs Source Twitter

6.24 Data Archive, Publication, and Management

DANDI (Distributed Archives for Neurophysiology Data Integration) is the NIH BRAIN Initiative archive for publishing and sharing neurophysiology data including electrophysiology, optophysiology, and behavioral time-series, and
images from immunostaining experiments. Online Archive Docs Source.
Note: Disclaimer: Reference herein to any specific product, process, or service by its trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise, does not constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the NWB development team, United States Government or any agency thereof, or The Regents of the University of California. Use of
the NeurodataWithoutBorders name for endorsements is prohibited.

6.23. Data Analysis Toolbox
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CHAPTER

SEVEN

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

7.1 Using NWB
7.1.1 Is NWB 2 stable?
Yes! NWB 2.0 was officially released in January 2019, and the schema is stable. A key goal of the NWB endavour is
to ensure that NWB 2 remains accessible. As NWB evolves we strive to ensure that any changes we make do not break
backwards compatiblility.

7.1.2 I would like to use NWB. How do I get started?
See the Converting neurophysiology data to NWB page for more information.

7.1.3 How do I cite NWB 2 in my research?
Oliver Rübel, Andrew Tritt, Ryan Ly, Benjamin K. Dichter, Satrajit Ghosh, Lawrence Niu, Pamela Baker, Ivan Soltesz,
Lydia Ng, Karel Svoboda, Loren Frank, Kristofer E. Bouchard, The Neurodata Without Borders ecosystem for neurophysiological data science, Oct. 2022, eLife 11:e78362. https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.78362

7.1.4 How do I install PyNWB?
See the Installing PyNWB for details.

7.1.5 How do I install MatNWB?
See the MatNWB documentation for details.

7.1.6 What is the difference between PyNWB and nwb-schema?
PyNWB is the Python reference read/write API for the current NWB 2.x format. The nwb-schema-repo is used to
manage development of the data standard schema. End-users who want to use NWB typically do not need to worry
about the nwb-schema repo as the current schema is always installed with the corresponding API (whether it is PyNWB
for Python or MatNWB for Matlab).
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7.1.7 How do I read NWB files in different programming languages?
For Python and Matlab we recommend using the PyNWB and MatNWB reference APIs. To get started see also the
Reading NWB Files page.
If you are using other programming languages (such as R, C/C++, Julia, Java, or Javascript) you can use the standard
HDF5 readers that are available for these languages. In contrast to the NWB native API (PyNWB, MatNWB), the HDF5
readers are not aware of NWB schema details. This can make writing valid NWB files in other languages (without
PyNWB and MatNWB) tricky, but for read they nonetheless provide access to the full data. For write, applications
(e.g., MIES written in Igor) often chose to implement only the parts of the NWB standard that are relevant to the
particular application.

7.1.8 Where should I publish my NWB files?
You can publish NWB files in many different archives. Funding or publishing requirements may require you to publish
your data in a particular archive. Many such archives already support NWB. If not, please let us know and we will be
happy to assist you and the archive developers with supporting the NWB standard.
If you are free to publish data wherever, we would recommend DANDI. DANDI has built-in support for NWB that
validates NWB files, automatically extracts key metadata to enable search, and provides tools for interactively exploring
and analyzing NWB files. Furthermore, it provides an efficient interface for publishing neuroscience datasets on the
TB scale, and can do so for free.

7.1.9 Who can I contact for questions?
• General questions: For general questions, use the NWB Helpdesk.
• Bugs and issues: To contribute, or to report a bug, create an issue on the appropriate GitHub repository. To find
relevant repositories see the Glossary of Core NWB Tools and Accessing NWB Sources pages.
• Stay tuned: To receive updates about NWB at large, sign up for the NWB mailing list.
For details, please also review our Contributing Guidelines.

7.2 Alternative data standards and formats
7.2.1 How does NWB 2.0 compare to other standards?
See page: comparison-to-other-standards

7.2.2 Why use HDF5 as the primary backend for NWB?
See page: why_hdf5
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Are you aware of the Rossant blog posts about moving away from HDF5?
Yes. See above for our motivations for using HDF5. Many of the technical issues raised in the blog post have been
addressed and in our experience HDF5 is reliable and is performing well for NWB users.
Why not just use HDF5 on its own?
The goal of NWB is to package neurophysiology data with metadata sufficient for reuse and reanalysis of the data by
other researchers. HDF5 enables users to provide very rich metadata, sufficient for describing neuroscience data for
this purpose. The problem with HDF5 on its own is that it is just too flexible. Without a schema, files could be missing
key metadata like the sampling rate of a time series. Furthermore, different labs that use HDF5 would use completely
different methods for organizing and annotating experiment data. It would be quite difficult to aggregate data across
labs or build common tools without imposing structure on the HDF5 file. This is the purpose of the NWB schema.
The NWB schema formalizes requirements that ensure reusability of the data and provides a common structure that
enables interoperability across the global neurophysiology community. Users can use extensions to build from schema
and describe new types of neurophysiology data.

7.3 NWB 1 vs 2
7.3.1 What has changed between NWB 1 and 2?
See the release notes of the NWB format schema for details about changes to the format schema. For details about
changes to the specification language see the specification language release notes. With regard to software, NWB 2
marks a full reboot and introduced with PyNWB, MatNWB, HDMF docutils, nwb-schema etc. several new packages
and repositories while tools, e.g., api-python, that were created for NWB:N 1.x have been deprecated.

7.3.2 Does PyNWB support NWB:N 1.0.x files?
PyNWB includes the pynwb/legacy module which supports reading of NWB:N 1.0.x files from popular data repositories, such as the Allen Cell Types Atlas. For NWB:N 1.0.x files from other sources the millage may vary in particular
when files are not fully format compliant, e.g., include arbitrary custom data or are missing required data fields.

7.3.3 What is the difference between NWB and NWB:N?
Neurodata Without Borders (NWB) started as a project by the Kavli Foundation with the goal to enhance accessibility
of neuroscience data across the community. The intent was to have a broad range of projects under the NWB umbrella.
The Neurodata Without Borders: Neurophysiology (NWB:N) data standard was intended to be the first among many
such projects. As NWB:N is currently the only project under the NWB umbrella, the terms “NWB” and “NWB:N” are
often used interchangeably.

7.3. NWB 1 vs 2
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7.3.4 What is the difference between PyNWB and api-python?
PyNWB is the Python reference read/write API for the current NWB 2.x format. api-python is a deprecated write-only
API designed for NWB:N 1.0.x files. PyNWB also provides support for reading some NWB:N 1.0.x files from popular
data repositories, such as the Allen Cell Types Atlas via the pynwb/legacy module.
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CHAPTER

EIGHT

ACCESSING NWB SOURCES

All NWB software is available open source via the following GitHub organizations:
• Neurodata Without Borders: All software resources published by the NWB organization are available online as
part of our GitHub organization
• HDMF: The HDMF GitHub organization is used to publish all software related to the Hierarchical Data Modeling
Framework (HDMF). HDMF has been developed as part of the NWB project and builds the foundation for
PyNWB Python API for NWB.
• NWB Extensions: The NWB Extension Catalog Github organization is used to manage all source repositories
for the NDX catalog.
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